
True®

Desking System
dynamic | powerful



DYNAMIC
True’s extensive offering goes beyond private offices to 
interactive open workstations. Much more than simple 
desking, True also offers partial and full modesty panels in a 
variety of finishes, full or transition end panels, and a number 
of choices for integrated storage. For those concerned with 
acoustic privacy True offers upholstered, tackable screens in 
seated- and standing-height sizes.  
 
This freestanding system easily installs without the need 
for vertical walls or panels, and its modular, non-handed 
components easily support reconfiguration.  



POWERFUL
True features a simple and efficient profile, but it houses a 
powerful 10-wire electrical distribution system. Leg support 
channels further manage cabling and allow it to enter the desk 
from base or ceiling infeeds. Specially designed stanchions provide 
power and data access at desk height while keeping cords hidden.
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Surface-mounted privacy screens 
seamlessly separate larger work areas.

A variety of fabrics, acrylics  
or other materials make a  
dramatic visual statement.

Desktop grommets provide quick 
access to wireways and power 
located below the surface.

Overhead-supporting stanchions 
provide an optional location for 
surface power and data.

Stanchion covers conceal power  
and data cables and are easily 
accessible when needed.

Power and data cleanly pass  
through leg grommets and  
efficiently meet at the beltline.

A built-in trough discreetly manages power and data 
cables under the surfaces and from desk to desk.

NOT SURE WHERE TO START?

HERE ARE SOME SUGGESTIONS.
True desking offers dynamic style with flexible form and powerful function.  
The following typicals provide idea starters for your work space. 

U-shape Desk with Overheads & Pedestal 

U-shape Desk with Piano Surface

Transaction/Reception Desk

L-shape with Piano  
Surface & Overheads

L-shape Desk

U-shape Desk with Overheads U-shape Desk with Piano  
Surface & Overheads


